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ECC THRIVE Innovation Time Choice Board 
Pick 2.  (30-45 minutes total) 

 

 
Organize that 

Practice a job 
you like at home 

(role play) 

 
Pick healthy 

What do you 
want to be when 

you grow up? 

How much does 
that cost? 

 
Choose a chore 
and improve it 

 

 
Go on a virtual 

field trip   

 
Family  

Traditions 

 
 Where did that 

come from? 

 
 

I can fix that 

 
Create anything 

you want 

 
Write a letter to 

someone 

Tell me my 
favorite story 
you’ve heard 

before 

 
Trying new 

things 

Connect Explore Show and Share Look and Listen Wonder 

 
IDEA EXPLANATIONS/INSPIRATIONS 

Connect 

Organize that Have you noticed something that could be organized?  Your photos collection?  A drawer or 
closet?  Your toys or games?  Take a minute to decide how to make it better, and go for it! 

Choose a chore 
and improve it 

We often have to do chores at home.  Pick a chore that you want to do or have been asked to 
do and make it better.  Be creative.  Do a good job.  Make sure you are improving the chore. :) 

I can fix that Fixing things that are broken is a gift you give to yourself or others.  Fix a toy?  A friendship? 
An object?  Take a minute and try to take care of that today.  

 
 

Explore 

Practice a job 
you like at 

home (role play) 

Take the time to explore and play with a career at home.  Want to be a chef?  This is your time 
to cook up a few items or create a restaurant in your own home.  Thought about being a 
YouTube sensation?  Try out a few sessions with your own family as the audience.  There is no 
limit! 

Go on a virtual 
field trip  

Find a virtual field trip and take it.  Include a friend or family member.  Look for a zoo or 
museum to explore.  Look at NASA or look to the stars for a fun exploration.  Don’t forget to 
look underwater or explore with Google Earth.  

Create anything 
you want 

This is your chance to create!  What can you make? Is there an art project waiting somewhere 
for you to try?  What is your personal creative style?  Make sure you ask your family before you 
head off on this exploration.  
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Show and Share 

Pick healthy This is your chance to pick a healthy idea and try it out. Learn about healthy eating and improve 
your food choices.  Learn a new exercise routine and give it a try.  Find a relaxation or 
mindfulness practice and see if you can fit that into your schedule today.  

 

 
FREE SPACE.  Have fun! 

Write a letter to 
someone 

During this stay at home time, you can practice your letter writing skills to reach out to a friend or 
family member to say hello.  Everyone enjoys getting a letter in the mail.  

 

Look and Listen 

What do you 
want to be 

when you grow 
up? 

Do you have an idea of a career or job you would like to have?  Explore what famous people do 
that job.  Where would you live? What are the names of the companies or places that do that 
work?  What skills do you need to do that job?  Take the time and explore! 

Family  
traditions 

Explore traditions in your own family.  Do you celebrate things a certain way?  Do you have 
special meals?  Do you have mementos or pictures where you can learn about your family? 

Tell me a 
favorite story 
you’ve heard 

before 

Have you heard a story before that you really liked?  Retell that story in a way that is fun for you. 
Maybe you can write a song? Write a play?  Record a podcast?  Write and illustrate a short 
book.  It’s up to you, but let your story be the star! 

 

Wonder 

How much 
does that 

cost? 

Explore the cost of an item you would like to buy.  Looking for a new skateboard or bicycle? 
Want a new outfit for school? This is your time to research and budget for your dream purchase.  

Where did that 
come from? 

Have you ever wondered how something was invented or where it came from?  Explore or 
research items that you wonder about.  Ask your family members or friends where they think the 
items are from and share your learning with them.  

I can fix that Fixing things that are broken is a gift you give to yourself or others.  Fix a toy?  A friendship? 
An object?  Take a minute and try to take care of that today.  
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Learner Dispositions are characteristics or attitudes to describe how children approach learning.  By 
encouraging positive learner dispositions, we are helping early learners develop practices to approach 

new learning situations, solve problems and apply knowledge and skills in new ways. 
 
 

Liberty Early Childhood Center 
LEARNER DISPOSITIONS  

Try & Try 
Again 

 

I keep going when things get hard. 
 

Connect   

I build on what I know. 
 

Notice 
 

I can help myself and others be ready to learn. I can notice when I am having big emotions. 
 

Show and 
Share 

 

I let others know what I am thinking. 
 

Explore 

 

I learn by interacting with materials and others. I explore with people and objects in a 

variety of ways. 
 

Look and 

Listen 

 

I use my eyes and ears to learn. 
 

 

WONDER 

  

 

I want to know more. 
 

 
 


